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1. Introduction

Better educated individuals are, on average, healthier and die later than less educated ones. The literature refers to this strong positive association between education and health as the education gradient or just “the gradient”. According to one popular study, in the year 1990, US Americans aged 25 with any college education could expect to die 5.4 years later compared to those with only high school or less. By the year 2000 the gap increased to 7.0 more years for the better educated (Meara et al., 2008). In many other countries a similar association between education and health has been observed.¹

One obvious explanation for the gradient is that the better educated care more about their health. They spend more on preventive care, smoke less, are less obese, and display “healthier behaviors along virtually every margin” (Cutler and Lleras-Muney, 2006). But then, of course, the question arises why do they do that? In particular the fact appears puzzling that the less educated, who are presumably less wealthy, spend more on costly unhealthy activities like smoking and eating a lot.

So far, the literature has suggested three different kinds of deeper explanations for the gradient: common third factors, productive efficiency and allocative efficiency. The “third factor” argument is based on the impact of general attitudes on behavior and becomes particularly intuitive if one thinks of time preference. More patient persons are presumably more willing to delay entry into the workforce for education as well as they are more willing to sacrifice pleasure from unhealthy consumption in exchange for a longer a life. The problem is that, empirically, general attitudes seem to play only a minor role for educational differences in health behavior. Cutler and Lleras-Muney (2010) estimate that attitudes like time preference account for about 10 percent of health behavior, similar to the contribution of health knowledge, whereas income (access to resources) and cognitive ability account for the greatest shares, each for about 30 percent.

The idea of productive efficiency is based on Becker’s (1965) commodity theory. It postulates that less educated individuals “produce” less health out of any given inputs of time and medical care (see e.g. Grossman, 1972, 2000). Allocative efficiency, with contrast, puts the emphasis on

the inputs and suggests that less educated individuals use different inputs, presumably because they are less well informed about their “health technology” (see e.g. Kenkel, 1991). The common theme of both ideas is that less educated people behave less efficiently. If they had only access to the health technology and the knowledge of the better educated, they would care more about their health and live longer.

Acknowledging that the so far available theory certainly has a role in explaining the education gradient, the present paper offers an alternative, novel theory. Inspired by the empirical power of cognitive ability in accounting for health behavior it asks the following question. Assume that individuals share the same attitudes (preferences) and share the same allocative and productive efficiency, namely they are fully rational and perfectly foresighted. Assume that they face different returns to education. How much of the observable education gradient can then be explained by their individual-specific return to education and the implied optimal education and health behavior?

One obvious explanation for idiosyncratic differences of the return to education across a population is cognitive ability. Smarter people expect a higher payoff from further education and thus educate more (see e.g. Heckman and Vytlacil, 2001). But, of course, the return of education is potentially influenced by other factors as well, for example, by family background and school quality (e.g. Card, 1991). Since the theory cannot distinguish between these factors, the driver of the education gradient is “only” identified as idiosyncratic differences in the return to education, although the interpretation as cognitive ability is tempting in light of the above mentioned empirical evidence (see also Kaestner and Callison, 2011).

More specifically, we consider intertemporally optimizing individuals who decide about education and health behavior knowing precisely how education will affect their future salaries and how health behavior will affect their health and, eventually, the time of their death. Figuratively speaking individuals can decide about how healthy their lifestyle should be. At the extremes they could choose a rock’n’roll lifestyle – experience a lot of pleasure from unhealthy consumption and die early – or the lifestyle of a saint – abstain completely from unhealthy activities and die late. The average person, that is the “Reference US American” in the calibration of the model, of course, prefers an intermediate lifestyle.

Methodologically the present article is related to the literature on optimal health spending and longevity, to which Ehrlich and Chuma (1990) and Hall and Jones (2007) are presumably
the most popular contributions. With contrast to that literature, the present article considers education and unhealthy consumption as individual choice variables. More importantly the present article has the distinction of being solidly built upon recent research in gerontology. So far the literature has treated health like human capital, that is as a stock which can be accumulated by investment and which depreciates over time \((\dot{H} = I_H - \delta H)\). Without further amendments this means that health depreciation is greater when the stock of health is large, that is when individuals are relatively young and healthy. Preserving health would thus require health expenditure to be high at young age and low at old age (see also Case and Deaton, 2005 for a critique of the conventional approach). In order to counteract this problem, the literature has assumed that the depreciation rate is increasing with age (Grossman, 1972). This however, entailed the next problem, namely to identify the functional form of the age-dependent depreciation rate.

The present article turns the problem upside down by stating that it is not health but health deficits \(D\) which are accumulated with age, \(\dot{D} = \mu D - E\). This means that the arrival of new health deficits increases with the number of deficits that a person already has. The law of deficit accumulation has a gerontological foundation. As suggested by McFadden (2005) it is built upon an application of reliability theory to the function of the human body (see Gavrilov and Gavrilova, 1991). In order to model deficit accumulation the present article employs the so called frailty index, established by Mitnitski and Rockwood and several coauthors in a series of articles (2002a, 2002b, 2005, 2006, 2007). The frailty index counts the proportion of the total potential deficits that an individual has, at a given age. The list of potential deficits ranges form mild ones like impaired vision to severe ones like dementia. Using the frailty index Mitnitski and Rockwood estimate with an \(R^2\) around 95 percent the rate \(\mu\) at which health deficits are accumulated. In developed countries the average adult individual accumulates 3-4% more deficits from one birthday to the next. The great precision of the gerontological estimates allows a reliable calibration of the present theory.\(^2\)

The present study follows Dalgaard and Strulik (2010) by assuming that the factor \(E\) in the law of deficit accumulation, which operates to slow down the aging process, is partly explained by health expenditure. Additionally we will consider that unhealthy behavior speeds up the aging process (by reducing \(E\)). Unhealthy behavior and the consideration of an endogenous schooling

---

\(^2\)Recently, Chatterji et al. (2011) have shown a strong negative association between education and health deficits by computing the frailty index for 15 European countries and a population stratified by educational attainment.
decision are the main differences to Dalgaard and Strulik (2010). The present article can thus be seen as the logical follow up study. While Dalgaard and Strulik focus on the income gradient (the Preston curve) ignoring education, the present study considers the education gradient and its origin from health spending and unhealthy behavior.

The article is organized as follows. The next section sets up the model. The standard approach of human capital accumulation (Mincer, 1974) is modified to account for the aging body and mind and then integrated together with the opportunity of unhealthy consumption into a gerontologically founded life-cycle model. Section 3 presents analytical results. It shows that the optimal life-style is governed by conditions for (i) optimal expenditure profile (on health and unhealthy goods), (ii) optimal aging (the evolution of the expenditure profile with age), (iii) optimal schooling, (iv) optimal financial management, and (v) optimal death. Most of these optimality conditions are simple enough to allow for an intuitive interpretation.

In Section 4 the model is calibrated for a 16 year old male US American in the year 2000. Section 5 present the results. The most interesting experiment is, of course, to vary the return to education, $\theta$. It is shown that an increase of $\theta$ that motivates one year more of education implies half a year longer life. The reason is health behavior. A better educated person has more precious human capital to preserve which causes him or her to indulge less in unhealthy consumption and to spend more on health. The gradient is mildly non-linear and increasing with education. Eight years more education than the Reference American imply an eight years longer life.

The study continues with a series of numerical experiments whether there are alternatives to the return to education. It is shown which channels, perhaps surprisingly, do not work (income, time preference, rate of aging) and which channels, perhaps equally surprisingly, can motivate an education gradient as well (occupation-specific loss of human capital with age, productivity growth). From an aggregate viewpoint the results suggest a link between longevity and education running in the reverse direction of the causation so far discussed in the macro-literature. The so far established (and debated) link runs from longevity to education and ignores health behavior (Ben-Porath, 1967; Cervelatti and Sunde, 2005, 2010; Hazan, 2009). Here, a higher return on education triggers education, provides an incentive to protect precious human capital with healthy behavior, and leads to a longer life.
After corroborating the main result with a series of robustness checks the article finishes by comparing the education gradient for voluntary and compulsory education and by showing that medical technological progress widens the education gradient. The reason is that better educated persons spend more on health and benefit thus more from (human capital preserving) new technologies.

2. Model Setup

2.1. The objective function. Consider a young adult at the end of the compulsory schooling period. Later on, in the numerically part, this will be a 16 year old with 9 years of education. For simplicity let the initial age at this stage be normalized to zero. The – yet to be determined – date of death is denoted by $T$. At each age $t$ the person experiences utility from consumption of health-neutral goods $c(t)$ and unhealthy goods $u(t)$. Without loss of generality (but more notational clutter) the health-neutral good good can be made healthy or a third, explicitly health enhancing good, could be introduced. Here we consider a minimum setup for the explanation of both health expenditure and unhealthy consumption. In a minimum setup it suffices to treat health expenditure as purely instrumental and not in itself utility-enhancing. Likewise, education is purely instrumental in achieving higher labor income and not for itself utility enhancing. Health deficits $D(t)$, however, are allowed to diminish utility. We follow Hall and Jones and let the health status enter utility additively to consumption. Let the instantaneous utility function be iso-elastic such that life-time utility is given by (1).

$$V = \int_0^T e^{-\rho t} \{ v(c(t) + \beta u(t)) - \xi D(t)^\nu \} \, dt$$

(1)

with $v(x) = (x^{1-\sigma} - 1)/(1 - \sigma)$ for $\sigma \neq 1$ and $v(x) = \log(c)$ for $\sigma = 1$. The inverse $1/\sigma$ is the intertemporal elasticity of substitution. We measure consumption such that $x$ is always larger than one, implying that at each age utility is positive, a fact that makes a longer life, in principle, desirable.

The parameter $\beta$ measures how pleasurable consumption of the unhealthy good is. If $\beta > 1$, the person likes unhealthy consumption better than health-neutral consumption. If $\beta < 1$, the person prefers health-neutral consumption and unhealthy goods are consumed only because they are cheaper. Later on, the parameter $\beta$ is a useful device to model the price elasticity of demand for unhealthy goods. In the calibration, cigarettes will stand in for the unhealthy good.
2.2. **Budget constraint.** Let health expenditure be denoted by $h$. The price of health-neutral goods is normalized to unity, the price for health goods is denoted by $p$, and the price of unhealthy goods is denoted by $q$. Total expenditure is thus given by $e = c + ph + qu$. The – yet to be determined – length of the voluntary education period is denoted by $s$ and the predetermined age of retirement is at $R$. From $s$ to $R$ the individual receives a wage $w(t)$ per unit of human capital. The individual stock of human capital depends on education and age and is denoted by $H(s, t)$. For simplicity there are no restrictions on the capital market; the individual can borrow or lend at rate $r$. An individual that holds capital $k$ thus faces the budget constraint (2).

$$
\dot{k}(t) = \chi w(t)H(s, t) + rk(t) - c(t) - ph(t) - qu(t)
$$

with $k(0) = k_0$ and $k(T) = \tilde{k}$. For simplicity we abstain from modeling a bequest motive such that $k_0$, and $\tilde{k}$ as well as all prices are taken as given by the individual. In (2) $\chi$ is an indicator function, $\chi = 1$ if the individual is in work mode, that is for $t \in [s, R]$ and $\chi = 0$ otherwise. People are saving for consumption and health interventions after retirement. Although the arrival of health events is certainly stochastic, we follow the related literature (e.g. Ehrlich and Chuma, 1990, Hall and Jones, 2007) and treat, for simplicity, the problem deterministically. This means that the model neglects a precautionary savings motive and thus potentially underestimates the propensity to save for old age.\(^3\)

2.3. **Health Deficit Accumulation.** Inspired by recent research in gerontology we model a physiologically founded aging process, according to which aging is understood as increasing loss of redundancy in the human body (Gavrilov and Gavrilova, 1991, Arking, 2006). When we are young the functional capacity of our organs is about tenfold higher than needed for mere survival (Fries, 1980). With preceding age and vanishing redundancy in our organism, we become more fragile. An empirical measure of human frailty has been developed by Mitnitski and Rockwood and various coauthors in a series of articles (Mitnitski et al, 2002a,b; 2005; Rockwood and Mitnitski, 2006). They propose to compute the frailty index as the proportion of the total potential health deficits that an individual has, at a given age. As suggested by aging theory,

\(^3\)Strulik (2011) investigates a stochastic version of the simpler but structurally similar model of optimal aging by Dalgaard and Strulik (2010) and shows that the quantitative predications are relatively insensitive to the consideration of death as a stochastic event. While being more realistic the stochastic model is unattractive because many expressions can no longer be derived analytically and stated explicitly, a fact which delimits a rigorous economic understanding of the mechanisms at work.
Mitnitski et al. (2002a) confirm that the frailty index number (the number of health deficits), denoted by $D(t)$ increases exponentially with age $t$, $D(t) = E + be^{\mu t}$.

This “law of increasing frailty” explains around 95% of the variation in the data, and its parameters are estimated with great precision. Conceptually, the rate of aging $\mu$ is given to the adult individual. From a physiological viewpoint, however, it can be explained by applying reliability theory to human functioning (Gavrilov and Gavrilova, 1991). Mitnitski and Rockwood (2007) have obtained very similar estimates of $\mu$ for Australia, USA and Sweden (Rockwood and Mitnitski, 2007). In these four developed countries (in spite of differences in samples, the precise contents of the frailty index etc.) the average (male) individual accumulates about 3-4% more deficits from one birthday to the next.

In order to utilize the findings of Mitnitski and Rockwood for the present work we begin with differentiating the frailty law with respect to age, $\dot{D}(t) = \mu (D(t) - E)$. Integrating and using the initial condition $D(0) = D_0$ we get the solution $D(t) = (D_0 - E) e^{\mu t} + E = D_0 e^{\mu t} - E(e^{\mu t} - 1)$. From this expression it is obvious that a larger autonomous component $E$ implies less deficits for any given age $t$ and that the compound parameter $(D_0 - E)$ corresponds to Mitnitski et al.’s estimate of $b$. Following Dalgaard and Strulik (2010) we next introduce health expenditure by assuming that $E$ is amendable to change by way of deliberate health expenditure. Furthermore we assume that $E$ can be diminished by unhealthy behavior. Specifically, we propose the following parsimonious refinement of the process of deficit accumulation:

$$\dot{D}(t) = \mu [ D(t) - a - Ah(t)^{\gamma} + Bu(t)^{\omega} ], \quad 0 < \gamma < 1, \quad \omega > 1. \quad (3)$$

The parameter $a$ captures environmental influence on aging beyond the control of the individual (less pollution, say, implying a higher value for $a$), the parameters $A > 0$ and $0 < \gamma < 1$ reflect the state of the health technology, and $h$ is health investment. While $A$ refers to the general power of health expenditure in maintenance and repair of the human body, the parameter $\gamma$ specifies the degree of decreasing returns of health expenditure. The larger $\gamma$ the larger the relative productivity of cost-intensive high-technology medicine in maintaining and repairing highly deteriorated human bodies. Likewise, the parameter $B$ measures the general unhealthiness of the unhealthy good, the parameter $\omega$ measures the degree of “increasing returns” in terms of
deficits from excessive consumption, that is it helps to differentiate between health effects of another glass of red wine consumed by the occasional connoisseur and by the binge drinker.\footnote{By way of contrast to \( E \), the parameter \( \mu \) – impressed by its empirical constancy across developed countries – is considered to be a physiological parameter. In the remaining we will refer to this physiological parameter as the \textit{force of aging}, as it drives the inherent and inevitable process of human aging. In a science-fiction version of the model we could perhaps also address how health expenditure, for example through epigenetic regulation or hormone replacement therapy, affects \( \mu \). In retrospect, however, there is so far very little evidence that “standard” medical treatments have substantially modified the rate at which our bodies decay (Gavrilov and Gavrilova, 1991).}

Initial frailty is given for the young adult, \( D(0) = D_0 \). Furthermore, following, Rockwood and Mitnitski (2006), we assume that a terminal frailty exists at which the individual expires, \( D(T) = \bar{D} \). Problem (1) – (3) thus constitutes a free terminal time problem in which the terminal states \( k(T) \) and \( D(T) \) are known.

2.4. \textbf{Education}. The modeling of education introduces aging in a conventional Mincerian model of human capital accumulation (Mincer, 1974). Specifically we assume that human capital of an individual of age \( t \) with \( s \) years of schooling is given by (4).

\[
H(s, t) = \bar{H}e^{\theta s + \eta(t-s)} - \alpha \mu t - \delta D(t), \tag{4}
\]

for \( t > s \) and \( H(t, s) = \bar{H} - \delta D(t) \) otherwise. The length of the schooling period \( s \) is a choice variable for individuals. We can interpret the initial endowment \( \bar{H} \) as predetermined skills and skills acquired through compulsory schooling. The parameter \( \theta \) is the return to education and \( \eta \) is the return to experience (learning on the job). For \( \alpha = \delta = 0 \) the schooling function boils down to the standard Mincer model (see e.g. Bils and Klenow, 2000).

The parameter \( \alpha \) controls for the impact of the force of aging \( \mu \) on cognitive skills and human capital. Most cognitive abilities start to decline between age 20 and 30 (Skirbekk, 2004). The modeling in (4) allows to discuss the impact of aging on cognitive skills and on (occupation-specific) human capital separately. It captures the fact that the rate of aging \( \mu \) and the associated rate of cognitive skill loss appears to all individuals of a population alike and, in particular, independent from occupation whereas the \textit{impact} of the skill loss on wages, measured by \( \alpha \), is occupation specific (Skirbekk, 2004). For example, while aging economics professors probably experience the same loss of cognitive skills as aging race car drivers (and perhaps a similar decline of productivity, see Oster and Hamermesh, 1998), the skill loss has much less severe consequences on their salary. Since \( \alpha \) is potentially job-specific it provides an explanation (beyond education)
why holders of certain occupations are healthier (Case and Deaton, 2005). Varying $\alpha$ constitutes an interesting experiment for the calibrated model.

The parameter $\delta$ controls the feedback of health deficits on human capital. It is also used to convert ‘units’ such that the outcomes from schooling and job experience can be summed up with physiological conditions to a unique human capital $H(s,t)$. The parameter $\delta$ is certainly job-specific as well. While all individuals age in the same way and – if they display the same health behavior – develop deficits in the same way, their health deficits may have different impact on their human capital. For individuals with jobs depending highly on “fluid abilities” like muscle function (a carpenter) we expect $\delta$ to be higher than for individuals with jobs depending highly on “crystallized abilities” like experience and wisdom (a priest).

3. Solution

3.1. Summary. The problem of the individual is to maximize (1) subject to (2) – (4). In order to solve the problem conveniently it turns out to be helpful to define a measure of aggregate consumption $d \equiv c + \beta u$ and replace $c$ in (1) and (2). Details of the computation are delegated to the Appendix. From the first order conditions we obtain that the optimal solution is characterized by the following, nicely interpretable conditions.

$$u^{\omega - 1} = \begin{cases} \gamma(\beta - q)A \cdot \frac{1}{\omega_0 \beta} \cdot \frac{1}{h_{1 - \gamma}} & \text{for } \beta > q \\ 0 & \text{for } \beta \leq q \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

$$g_c \equiv \dot{d}/d = \frac{r - \rho}{\sigma}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

$$g_h \equiv \dot{h}/h = \frac{r - \mu}{1 - \gamma}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

$$g_u \equiv \dot{u}/u = \frac{r - \mu}{1 - \omega}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

$$H e^{(\theta - \alpha \mu)s} - \delta D(s) = \frac{e^{(\theta - \alpha \mu)s}}{\eta + g_w - r - \alpha \mu} \left[ e^{(g_w - r + \eta - \alpha \mu)(R - s)} - 1 \right].$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

3.2. Optimal Consumption Profile. Condition (5) constrains the optimal consumption expenditure. Optimal expenditure on health and on unhealthy goods are negatively correlated because there are increasing return of damage from unhealthy consumption ($\omega > 1$) and decreasing returns from health expenditure in repairing damage ($\gamma < 1$). A person who spends more on health is predicted to indulge less in health-damaging consumption. For unhealthy consumption to occur at all, $\beta > q$. Given that the price of health-neutral consumption has
been normalized to unity, the condition requires that utility derived from a unit of unhealthy consumption exceeds that from health-neutral consumption ($\beta > 1$), or that the unhealthy good is cheaper than the health-neutral good ($q < 1$), or both. For policy it is important to note that demand of unhealthy goods is lower at higher prices and that there exists a preemptive price, $q = \beta$, which deters unhealthy consumption.

If unhealthy consumption is optimal, then condition (5) furthermore predicts that its incidence is large if medical efficiency in repairing damage is large ($A$ large), if the resulting health damage is low ($B$ is low), or if the price of health goods $p$ is low.

3.3. Optimal Aging. The Euler equations (6)–(8) show how optimal expenditure evolve through life. Together they determine optimal aging of the person since the evolution of health deficits $D$ depends on health behavior ($h$ and $u$). Condition (6) is the familiar Euler equation for consumption, here stated for the aggregate measure of consumption $d$. It has the usual textbook interpretation. Equation (7) is the “Health-Euler” (Dalgaard and Strulik, 2010). Similar to the “Consumption- Euler” it suggests to postpone expenditure for health to later periods of life in favor of financial investment if return on investment $r$ is relatively high. If, on the other hand, the force of aging, $\mu$ is high, implying that health deficits accumulate very fast at the end of life, late-in-life health investments are a relatively ineffective way of prolonging life. It is then optimal to invest more heavily early in life. The dynamic expenditure profile for health growth is also influenced by $\gamma$, which captures the curvature of the health investment function: a larger $\gamma$ implies a higher growth rate of health expenditure. Intuitively, if $\gamma$ is small, diminishing returns set in rapidly, which makes it optimal to smooth health expenditure to make the deficit-reducing effect as large as possible.

Although theory does not exclude the reverse, it makes sense in light of the empirical background to assume that $r$ exceeds $\mu$ such that health expenditure rises with age. Then, recalling that $\omega > 1$, condition (8) prescribes that expenditure for unhealthy consumption should decrease with age. Intuitively, the damage done by, for example, binge-drinking is relatively harmless at young age when there is still a lot of redundancy in the body. At an advanced age, binge-drinking could be deadly and the model recommends to reduce drinking to an occasional glass of red wine. The expenditure profile requires, according to (5), that unhealthy consumption is negatively correlated with health expenditure. This implies that the expenditure profile is steep (in absolute value) if the interest rate is high and the rate of deficit accumulation is low.
3.4. **Optimal Schooling.** The optimal length of the education period $s$ requires that the marginal loss from postponing entry in the labor market, $e^{-rs}w(s)H(s,s)$, equals the marginal gain from extending education, $\int_s^R \frac{d}{ds} e^{-rt}w(t)H(s,t)dt$. Inserting the respective values leads to condition (9), in which $g_w$ denotes the growth rate of the wage per unit of human capital, $w(t) = \bar{w}\exp(g_w t)$. It is assumed to be given by the rate of aggregate productivity growth and to be exogenous to the individual. The left hand side of (9) displays the marginal loss from postponing entry and the right hand side is the marginal gain from education.

For the special case in which health does not matter for human capital, that is for $\alpha = \delta = 0$ condition (9) has an explicit solution for $s$.

$$s = R - \frac{\log \Psi}{r - g_w - \eta}, \quad \Psi = \frac{\theta - \eta}{g_w + \theta - r}. \tag{10}$$

This solution coincides with Bils and Klenow’s (2000) result. In the present context the most interesting observation is that for $\alpha = \delta = 0$ the schooling period is independent from the length of life $T$. The right hand side of (10) consists of constants given to the individual. For the general case, however, $\alpha$ and $\delta$ are positive and education and life-length are interdependent through the rate of health deficit accumulation. At this stage however it is impossible to infer in which particular way education and health interact. This requires the (numerical) solution of the full model and will be done below.

3.5. **Optimal Financial Management.** Integrating (2) and inserting initial and terminal values provides the life-time budget

$$k_0 + W(s,R) - \frac{d(0)}{g_c - r} (e^{(g_c - r)T} - 1) - \frac{ph(0)}{g_D} \left( (q - \beta)u(0) \right) \left( e^{g_D T} - 1 \right) = \bar{k}e^{-rT} \tag{11}$$

with $g_D \equiv (\gamma r - \mu) / (1 - \mu)$ and $g_\omega \equiv (\omega r - \mu) / (1 - \omega)$. The expression $W(s,R)$ denotes lifetime labor income (human wealth) acquired between leaving school and retirement. After some algebraic transformations it is obtained as (12).

$$W(s,R) = \frac{\bar{w}e^{(\theta - \eta)s}}{\eta + g_A - r - \alpha \mu} \left[ e^{(\eta + g_A - r - \alpha \mu)s}R - e^{(\eta + g_A - r - \alpha \mu)s} \right]$$

$$- \delta \bar{w} \left[ e^{(\mu + g_A - r)s}R - e^{(\mu + g_A - r)s} \right] \left[ \frac{D_0 + a}{\mu + g_A - r} + \frac{\mu Ah(0)^\gamma}{g_D (\mu + g_A - r)} - \frac{\mu Bu(0)^\omega}{g_\omega (\mu + g_A - r)} \right]$$

$$- \frac{\delta \bar{w} \mu Ah(0)^\gamma}{g_D (\mu + g_A - r + g_D)} \left[ e^{(\mu + g_A - r + g_D)s}R - e^{(\mu + g_A - r + g_D)s} \right]$$
3.6. **Optimal Death.** At the individually optimal time of expiry two conditions have to hold. The accumulated health deficits must have reached the terminal value \( \bar{D} \) and the Lagrangian associated with Problem (1)–(4) must assume the value zero. In other words, it is not worthwhile to live any longer. Turning towards the first condition, integrating (3) provides \( D(T) \) and thus (13).

\[
\bar{D} = D(T) = D_0 e^{\mu T} - a (e^{\mu T} - 1) - \frac{\mu Ah(0)^{\gamma} e^{\mu T}}{g_D} (e^{g_D T} - 1) + \frac{\mu Bu(0)^{\omega} e^{\mu T}}{g_\omega} (e^{g_\omega T} - 1).
\]

Evaluation of the Lagrangian at \( T \) provides (14).

\[
0 = v(T) + \xi \bar{D}' + d(T)^{-\sigma} \left\{ r\bar{k} - d(T) - (q - \beta)u(T) - ph(T) \right\} - \frac{d(T)^{-\sigma} ph(T)^{1-\gamma}}{\mu A\gamma} \left\{ -\mu a - \mu Ah(T)^{\gamma} + \mu Bu(T)^{\omega} + \mu D(T) \right\}
\]

with \( d(T) = d(0)e^{g_D T} \), \( h(T) = h(0)e^{g_h T} \), \( u(T) = u(0)e^{g_u T} \), and \( v(T) = (d(T)^{1-\sigma} - 1)/(-\sigma) \) for \( \sigma \neq 1 \) and \( v(T) = \log(d(T)) \) otherwise. Together, (5), and (9) – (14) establish 5 equations in 5 unknowns: the initial values \( d(0), h(0), \) and \( u(0), \) optimal education \( s \), and the optimal age of death \( T \).

4. **Calibration**

In the following calibration study we consider an average 16 year old male US American in the year 2000. The initial age is set to 16 years, corresponding to model-age zero, because individuals below roughly the age of 16 are not subject to increasing morbidity (Arking, 2006) and are presumably not well described by the law of increasing frailty. Furthermore, in many states of the US as well as in many countries around the world schooling is compulsory up to an age of about 16. This means that there is not really an individual decision about education below this age. An implication is that the individual of model age zero has spent already 9 years on compulsory education. The effect of compulsory education is captured by the initial endowment \( \bar{H} \).

In order to calibrate the model to US data we begin with employing the Health Euler (7). From the data in Keehan et al. (2004) we put the growth rate of health expenditure over the life cycle \( g_h \) to 0.021. From Mitnitski et al. (2002a) we take the estimate of \( \mu = 0.043 \) for
(Canadian) men, and finally we put \( r = 0.06 \) (e.g., Barro et al., 1995). This produces the estimate \( \gamma = 1 - (r - \mu)/g_h = 0.19 \), which squares well with the independent estimates obtained by Hall and Jones (2007).\(^5\)

In the year 2000 the average life-expectancy of a 20 year old male US Americans was 75.6 years. From Mitnitski et al.’s (2002a) regression analysis we infer terminal health deficits \( \bar{D} = D(75.6) = 0.1005 \) and initial health deficits \( D(0) = D(16) = 0.0261 \). In order to get an estimate of \( a \) we assume that before the onset of the 20th century the impact of medical technology on adult mortality was virtually zero. In the year 1900 the life expectancy of a 20 year old U.S. American was 62 years (Fries, 1980). Implying that a 16 year old expects to live for 46 more years. We set \( a \) such that a person who abstains from unhealthy consumption and has no access to (effective) life prolonging technology expects \( T = 46 \). From this value we get the estimate \( a = 0.01427 \).

The parameters entering the equation for optimal education (9) are potentially individual-specific and varying their size is our most interesting numerical experiment. In the following we try to fix parameter values for the average US American. For the return to education there exists a variety of estimates, depending on method and sample, but a consensus value in recent estimates for the average return to education in the US seems to be 0.1 (Psacharopoulos and Patrinos, 2004). We thus put \( \theta = 0.1 \) and, following Bils and Klenow (2000), \( \eta = 0.05 \). We set the growth rate of the wage per unit of human capital \( g_w \), that is aggregate productivity, to an annual rate of one percent based on US TFP growth in 1995-2000 (Jorgenson et al., 2008). Finally we adjust \( \alpha \) and \( \delta \) such that (i) labor income peaks at age 55 (as observed by French, 2005) and (ii) the representative individual optimally chooses \( s = 4.5 \) years of extra education, implying in total 13.5 years of education, which corresponds with the US average in the year 2000 (Turner et al., 2007). This leads to the estimates \( \alpha = 1.058 \) and \( \delta = 11.2 \).

We normalize \( \bar{H} = 1 \), set \( R = 48 = 64 - 16 \) corresponding to the average US retirement age, and adjust the initial unit wage \( \bar{w} \) such that total labor income across all working ages equals $35,320, that is the average annual pay for workers in the year 2000 (BLS, 2011). This implies \( \bar{w} = 29170 \). In the basic run we put \( k_0 = \bar{k} = 0 \). Later on we investigate the impact of

---

\(^5\)As explained in Section 2: the force of aging within the US and Canada are similar (Rockwood and Mitnitski, 2007). Thus, using the estimate from the Canadian sample should be a good approximation. While Rockwood and Mitnitski (2007) stress the similarity of their results for US and Canadian populations they do not report the detailed results for their US analysis, for which reason we are forced to rely on the results from the Canadian sample.
bequests and inheritances on education and health behavior as numerical experiments. We will also investigate later on the impact of a rudimentary public health system. In the basic run, however, the government plays no role.

Following Hall and Jones (2007) the benchmark calibration treats health expenditure purely instrumental in prolonging life, that is $\xi = 0$. Later on, it will be shown that results are relatively insensitive to the consideration of health status in the utility function. We normalize the price of health $p$ to unity and experiment with alternative values of the price of the unhealthy good. For that purpose we exploit the fact that $q$ enters equations (5), (9), and (11)-(14) only in form of the compound $(\beta - q)$. We thus proceed in the following way. We first calibrate $(\beta - q)$ and the remaining parameters, $A$, $B$, $\rho$, $\sigma$ and, $\omega$ and then adjust $q$ in order to capture a particular price elasticity of demand for the unhealthy good. We adjust the remaining parameters such that (i) the model predicts the actual accumulation of health deficits over life (as estimated by Mitnitski and Rockwood, 2002), (ii) such that death occurs at the moment when $\bar{D}$ health deficits have been accumulated at an age of 75.6 years, (iii) such that the health share of total expenditure approximates average age specific expenditure shares of American adults, and (iv) such that consumption of the unhealthy good costs 2.5 years of longevity.

These 2.5 lost years are explained as follows. Most of the available empirical literature on the consumption of unhealthy goods is about cigarettes and tobacco. It thus seems reasonable to capture the characteristics of cigarette consumption in a benchmark case and then proceed with sensitivity analysis. Preston et al. (2010) estimate that smoking takes away 2.5 years of life-expectancy of 50 year old US males. To let the model produce this particular unhealthiness of consumption we proceed iteratively. After running a particular specification of the model we compute how damaging the unhealthy behavior actually was by integrating its effect on deficit accumulation. From that we can compute the counter-factual, that is how many extra years the individual would lived without the unhealthy behavior. Parameters are adjusted until the model predicts the loss of 2.5 years. This leads altogether to the following estimates: $(\beta - q) = 3.3$, $B = 1.7\cdot10^{-7}$, $\omega = 1.4$, $A = 0.001645$, $\rho = 0.085$ and $\sigma = 1.18$. The estimate of $\sigma$ fits nicely with recent empirically studies suggesting that the intertemporal elasticity of substitution is around unity (e.g. Chetty, 2006).

Finally we adjust $q$ (and thus $\beta$). From Chaloupka and Warner (2000) we know that the price elasticity of demand for cigarettes is most likely between $-0.5$ and $-0.3$ and we alternatively
match both values. In our first scenario we consider a price elasticity $\epsilon_u$ of $-0.3$. This leads to the estimate $q = 1.08$ and thus $\beta = 4.3$.

**Figure 1: Optimal Schooling and Aging: Basic Run**

Solid lines: basic run. Parameters: $a = 0.01427$, $A = 0.00165$, $\alpha = 1.058$, $\delta = 11.2$, $\eta = 0.05$, $\theta = 0.1$, $H = 1$, $\bar{w} = 29170$, $g_A = 0.01$, $\mu = 0.043$, $r = 0.06$, $\rho = 0.088$, $\sigma = 1.18$, $D_0 = 0.0274$, $D = 0.10$, $p = 1$, $\beta = 4.38$, $q = 1.08$, $B = 1.7 \cdot 10^{-7}$, $\omega = 1.40$, $k_0 = \bar{k} = 0$. Stars: data, red dot: US mean male age and age-structure-weighted expenditure share. Wages in thousands, wealth (capital) in hundred thousands.

Figure 1 shows the implied trajectories over the life cycle of the Reference American. Stars in the health deficit panel indicate the actual estimates of Mitnitski and Rockwood (2002). The model explains the actual accumulation of health deficits quite well. Stars in the lower right panel show the actual age-specific share of health expenditure. The health expenditure data is taken from Meara et al. (2004) and the data for total expenditure is taken from BLS (2002). Both are from the year 2000. The health data, however, is per person and the original expenditure data is per household. I thus converted the household data into age-specific consumption per adult by crudely following Deaton (1997) and computing equivalence scales. Specifically I assigned household members under 18 a weight of 0.5 of adult consumption (The BLS data does not differentiate between children of different ages in the household). The model mildly underestimates health expenditure shares at young ages and overestimates it at middle ages. The main reason for this is that the model predicts somewhat too little curvature for labor income over age. Altogether, however, the predicted health fits the data reasonably well.
The lower left panel of Figure 1 shows the expenditure share of unhealthy consumption $\theta_u$ for the Reference American. When young he is predicted to spend about 3 percent on unhealthy goods. The expenditure share is declining until death. On average the reference American spends $403 per year on unhealthy consumption, a figure that squares reasonably well with the $319 that Americans spent on average for cigarettes in the year 2000 (BLS, 2002).

The upper right panel displays the calibrated invertedly-u-shaped trajectory of labor income across ages. The model predicts that a 20 year old receives about 77 percent of the peak wage and a 64 year old about 96 percent. These figures match the OECD average about right. In the US there is actually a bit more curvature of the wage for age curve (a 20 year old gets about 60 percent of the peak wage (OECD, 1998). Gourinchas and Parker (2002) estimate that peak wages – there obtained at about age 50 – are 1.35 times wages at age 25 whereas the present model predicts a factor of 1.25.

Finally we calculate the model’s predictions for the value of life of the Reference American. Following the established methodology we divide instantaneous utility by the unit value of an “util”, $\partial v/\partial c$, before summing up to get the value of life-long utility in monetary terms:

$$
\tilde{V} = \int_0^T \frac{v(c,u)}{\partial v/\partial c} e^{-\rho t} dt
= \left[ \frac{c(0) + \beta u(0)}{1 - \sigma} \right]^{1/\sigma} \left\{ \left[ \frac{c(0) + \beta u(0)}{\rho - g_c} \right]^{1 - \sigma} \left( 1 - e^{-(\rho - g_c)T} \right) - \frac{1}{\rho - \sigma g_c} \left( 1 - e^{-(\rho - \sigma g_c)T} \right) \right\}.
$$

The benchmark calibration predicts a value of life of $5.7 million for a 20 year old, a value that corresponds well with Murphy and Topel’s (2006) estimate of $6.3 million for the value of a statistical life.

5. Results

5.1. The Education Gradient. The major interest of this paper is to identify the education gradient. The first experiment thus considers a person endowed with a higher return to education. The experiment is inspired by research in labor economics which acknowledges that the “return to education is not a single parameter in the population, but rather a random variable that may vary with other characteristics of individuals” (Card, 1999). Since our experiment holds constant preferences (attitudes) and time (calendar year), the variation of the return to
education could perhaps best be rationalized as originating from a variation in cognitive ability, implying that individuals who are more or less able than the average take up more or less education (Heckman and Vytlacil, 2001). Given this interpretation, the results presented below will fit nicely with the empirical evidence on cognitive ability and health behavior (Cutler and Lleras-Muney, 2010). But actually the model takes no stand in this regard. The variation in the return of education could equally well originate from family background or school quality, two alternatives suggested in the labor literature (Card, 1999).

Specifically, we increase \( \theta \) such that the person is motivated to one more year of education. We then observe the implied optimal changes in behavior predicted by the model and their impact on life-length. Results are shown in the first row of Table 1. Ceteris paribus, the person educates a year longer when \( \theta \) rises from 0.100 to 0.104. This motivates the person to reduce unhealthy consumption by 8.8 percent and increase health expenditure by 4.4 percent compared to the benchmark citizen. These values are calculated on the basis of average expenditure on the respective good over the life-cycle. As a consequence of the behavioral changes, the better educated person lives half a year longer.

The result accords well with the empirical observation that education is positively associated with health through behavior as well as through income (sometimes called resources or access to health in the literature) and that both channels are about equally important (Cuter and Lleras-Muney, 2010). The model helps to identify causality, a problem, which has tormented the related empirical literature. The mechanism goes as follows. Higher cognitive skills make education more worthwhile. Better educated persons are endowed with more “precious” human capital, which they care more to protect by indulging less in unhealthy consumption and by spending more on health. Consequently they live longer.

The effect of education on life-length is non-linear. If \( \theta \) is reduced from 0.1 to 0.096, as shown in the second row of Table 1, the person is motivated to attain school for one year less and as a consequence of the entailed behavior he or she lives 0.40 years shorter. Again, the explanation is that less “precious” human capital has been accumulated, which makes health expenditure less essential and pleasure from unhealthy behavior less costly in terms of human capital.

Figure 2 investigates this non-linearity more closely. It shows the desired extra years of schooling and the associated length of life motivated by alternative returns on education. Whereas the response of schooling is, naturally, concave, the response of life-length is mildly convex.
Table 1: The Education Gradient: Alternative Mechanisms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>∆s</th>
<th>∆T</th>
<th>∆u/u</th>
<th>∆h/h</th>
<th>par. change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+0.50</td>
<td>-8.8</td>
<td>+4.4</td>
<td>θ = 0.104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-0.40</td>
<td>+7.9</td>
<td>-3.2</td>
<td>θ = 0.096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1.9</td>
<td>-26</td>
<td>+17</td>
<td>α = 0.930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1.9</td>
<td>+31</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>α = 1.185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+4.2</td>
<td>+57</td>
<td>-1.8</td>
<td>μ = 0.0038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-4.4</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>+1.7</td>
<td>μ = 0.0048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1.2</td>
<td>-18</td>
<td>+10</td>
<td>gw = 1.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1.1</td>
<td>+19</td>
<td>-8.1</td>
<td>gw = 0.51%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

∆T measured in years, ∆u/u and ∆h/h measured in percent.

Figure 2: Response of Schooling and Health to the Return to Education

This implies an increasing education gradient. The more people educate the larger is the return in terms of longevity. Eight years of education on top of the 13.5 from the basic run, that is basically a PhD degree, is predicted to result in a about eight more years of life. This result fits nicely with Cutler and Meara’s (2010) observation that in 1990 a 25 year college graduate could expect 8 years longer than a high school dropout of the same age (referring to Richards and Barry, 1998).

The associated evolution of health and health behavior is presented in Figure 3. It displays optimal age-trajectories for the Reference American (blue lines), another person endowed with θ = 0.12 who takes up four more years of education (green lines), and a third person endowed with θ = 0.14 and seven years more education (red lines). The better educated persons display at any given age a better health status (less deficits). The health differences are explained by health behavior. The better educated persons spend more on health and less on unhealthy consumption at any given age.
On the aggregate level the result suggests that the secular increase of the average return to education over the last decades (Katz and Autor, 1999) may have had a causal impact on the simultaneously observed increase in life-expectancy (Oeppen and Vaubel, 2010). This means there exists a mechanism that links adult longevity and education that reverses the causality of the channel so far proposed in the literature (Ben Porath, 1967, Cervelatti and Sunde, 2005). The empirical fact that the return to education increased more for persons with high cognitive skills and for occupations requiring a lot of cognitive skills (Murnane et al., 1995) may have contributed to the disproportionate increase of longevity for the well educated.

Before we begin to investigate other potential drivers of the education gradient, it is worthwhile to note that two seemingly natural candidates are already excluded by theory, namely the time preference rate, \( \rho \), and income income for given education, that is \( \bar{w} \). The reason is that both parameters – while having a strong impact on life-length – leave education unaffected. To see this, reconsider equation (9) which determines optimal \( s \) and conclude that it is independent from \( \bar{w} \) and \( \rho \). The independence of the schooling decision from time-preference and the level of wages is not a particularity of the current approach but a standard result from the literature on optimal education (see e.g. Bils and Klenow, 2000, Card, 1999).

The next couple of rows in Table 1 investigates the impact of the rate of “aging of human capital”, \( \alpha \). Since the parameter measures how important the decline of (cognitive) ability is

---

6For the time preference rate this statement is actually not exactly true because time preference affects the desired length of life and thus health expenditure. Through this channel it affects the number of bodily deficits accumulated when the person leaves school \( D(s) \). The size of this indirect effect, however, is insignificant. This suggests that if there is an observable association between education and time preference it is driven by reversed causation, that is more patience acquired through longer schooling.
for labor income, it can be probably best be thought of as identifying occupation, varying from pilots and race car drivers to professors and artists. The parameter is a very powerful predictor of life-length but to a somewhat lesser degree of education. Inverting the result from the Table, it means that one additional year of life is associated with $0.6 = 1/1.67$ more years of education. Diagrammatically, the gradient is “too steep”, which means it leaves a lot of the variation in education unexplained.

This observation is even more true for the experiment, which investigates the impact of the rate of aging $\mu$. The rate of aging is a very powerful determinant of longevity. But it is of little help in explaining the education gradient. According to the aging channel there is too much longevity associated with an extra year of education. More importantly, the aging channel gets health behavior wrong. A generally more healthy individual (with lower $\mu$) uses these “health reserves” to indulge more in unhealthy consumption and spend less on health. More education and longevity are – counter-factually – associated with more unhealthy less health expenditure. Similar results are obtained for idiosyncratic differences of initial health deficits $D(0)$. These results are very intuitive. Generally healthier persons allow themselves more pleasure from unhealthy consumption with less serious consequences on longevity. Physiologically frail persons, on the other hand, stay away from deliberately damaging their bodies and spend more on health. For the identification of the education gradient, however, these results mean that the physiological parameters are useless in motivating the education gradient through health behavior.

The final rows in Table 1 considers an interesting economic channel. Returning to equation (9) we see that, while the level of income is irrelevant for the schooling decision, the growth rate of income (of productivity), $g_w$, matters. Economic growth devalues the costs of not working today and increases the benefit of working tomorrow. At higher rate of economic growth delaying entry into the work-life in favor for additional education becomes less costly and the person educates more. Inspecting (9) we see also that, once individuals are working, economic growth operates formally like experience on the job. It makes human capital more worthwhile. Consequently individuals spend more on health and indulge less in unhealthy behavior. An increase of productivity growth from 1.0 to 1.47 percent triggers one year more of education and behavioral changes that enable the person to live about one year longer.
On the aggregate level the result is interesting since it motivates a causal effect from economic growth to education and longevity while the so far established literature has focussed on causality in the opposite direction (e.g. Cervelatti and Sunde, 2005). The induced behavioral changes are also interesting in light of the discussion of the moral consequences of economic growth (Friedman, 2005). The problem is, however, that aggregate productivity growth varies within a limited range, which makes it impossible to motivate a large and further increasing education gradient. In order to exploit productivity growth to rationalize the education gradient it seems more reasonable to consider occupation-specific growth of productivity. In this context, the model predicts that people are more motivated to educate longer in order to get an occupation in a high growth sector of the economy and then to behave in order to protect their human capital, which in turn raises their longevity.

5.2. Robustness of Results. Table 2 displays some robustness checks. It focusses on the return to education (cognitive ability), which appears to be the most convincing driver of the education gradient. The first two rows, case 1 and 2, document that the education gradient does not operate trough (education unrelated) income. Results are shown when, ceteris paribus, the annual wage per unit of human capital is assumed to be 50 percent higher or lower. These income variations have very strong effects on longevity, which rises by 4 years or, respectively, falls by 7 years compared to the basic run. The gradient, however, that is the gain in longevity that is associated with one more year of education, is not much affected. The gradient is generally a bit higher for poorer individuals.

During the education period the Reference American voluntarily acquires 4.5 years of education and accumulates debt of about 150 k. This relatively high accumulation of debt in young ages is an unreasonable artefact originating from the assumption that the reference American does not benefit from supporting parents. In order to accommodate this criticism, case 3 endows the person with an inheritance of $5\bar{w}$, which is about four times the average annual labor income, a sum which can be regarded as sufficient to finance 4 or 5 years of voluntary education. Interestingly, the inheritance reduces the gradient by about one third to 0.33. The reason is that financial wealth, ceteris paribus, reduces the incentive to educate. The wealthy person prefers to finance larger parts of consumption and health expenditure in old age by returns on capital rather than human capital and savings from labor income. Case 4 requires, additionally, that
Table 2: The Education Gradient: Robustness Checks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>$\Delta \bar{w} = \pm 50%$</th>
<th>$\Delta s$</th>
<th>$\Delta T$</th>
<th>$\Delta \bar{u}/u$</th>
<th>$\Delta \bar{h}/h$</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1)</td>
<td>$\pm 50%$</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+0.44</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>+5.0</td>
<td>a richer individual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2)</td>
<td>$\pm 50%$</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+0.51</td>
<td>-6.1</td>
<td>+2.8</td>
<td>a poorer one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3)</td>
<td>$k_0 = 5 \bar{w}$</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+0.33</td>
<td>-7.8</td>
<td>+3.7</td>
<td>inheritance (parental support)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4)</td>
<td>$\bar{k} = 6 \bar{w}$</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+0.32</td>
<td>-7.7</td>
<td>+3.7</td>
<td>inheritance and bequest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5)</td>
<td>$\epsilon_q = -0.5$</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+0.50</td>
<td>-8.8</td>
<td>+4.4</td>
<td>higher price elasticity of unhealthy good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6)</td>
<td>$B = 10^{-6}$, $\omega = 1.16$</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+0.65</td>
<td>-17</td>
<td>+3.6</td>
<td>unit consumption more unhealthy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7)</td>
<td>$B = 10^{-8}$, $\omega = 1.77$</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+0.43</td>
<td>-4.9</td>
<td>+4.6</td>
<td>unit consumption less unhealthy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8)</td>
<td>$\xi = 10$, $\nu = 0.77$</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+0.44</td>
<td>-7.9</td>
<td>+3.8</td>
<td>health in utility (decreasing damage)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9)</td>
<td>$\xi = 1000$, $\nu = 2.70$</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+0.40</td>
<td>-7.5</td>
<td>+3.5</td>
<td>health in utility (increasing damage)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10)</td>
<td>$\tau = 0.1$, $\psi = 0.67$</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+0.57</td>
<td>-7.9</td>
<td>+3.8</td>
<td>public health system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11)</td>
<td>$\tau = 0.15$, $\psi = 0.77$</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+0.60</td>
<td>-7.4</td>
<td>+3.6</td>
<td>more generous public health system</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In all cases the experiment increases $\theta$ from 0.1 to 0.104. In order to match the data, re-calibration for case 5: $q = 0.715$, $\beta = 3.96$. For case 8: $\sigma = 1.28$. For case 9: $\sigma = 1.40$. For case 10: $A = 0.00142$, $\alpha = 1.059$. For Case 11: $A = 0.00139$, $\alpha = 1.061$. All other parameters from benchmark case (Figure 1). See text for details.

the person leaves a bequest of $6\bar{w}$. It demonstrates that the mechanism runs mainly through the inheritance received rather than through the bequest left.

Case 5 in Table 2 adjusts prices and preferences such that the price elasticity of demand for the unhealthy good equals -0.5, an elasticity observed at the upper end of estimates from cigarette demand. The experiment keeps the difference ($\beta - q$) from the basic model such that initial education and longevity are preserved. The result verifies the claim that it is indeed the preference-price differential rather than absolute values, which are driving the education gradient and health behavior.

With case 6 and 7 we investigate the unhealthy character of good $u$. Case 5 assumes that the good is much more unhealthy than cigarettes. $B$ is raised by about factor 10. The scale parameter $\omega$ is adjusted to 1.16 such that the calibration continues to produce education, expenditure, and longevity from the basic run. The greater unhealthiness of consumption of small quantities of the good implies a higher incentive for the better educated to stay away from this good. The experiment consequently predicts a larger education gradient.

Inverting the result from above, the model produces a smaller gradient if $u$ is generally less unhealthy. This is confirmed by case 7 in which $B$ has been reduced by about factor 10 and the scale parameter has been increased from 1.4 to 1.77 in order to match the data. The new parameter value reflects a good for which consumption of small quantities entails relatively small
effects on health whereas large excess consumption has severe consequences. It could perhaps be thought of as alcohol. The predicted education gradient is 0.43 and thus a bit smaller than for the basic run (representing cigarettes). The reason is that better educated individuals have less incentive to stay away from consuming the good.

Case 8 and 9 document that the education gradient is relatively robust against considering health deficits in the utility function. In order to calibrate the utility parameters $\xi$ and $\nu$ we employ an idea of Hall and Jones (2007) and associate age-specific flow utility with quality adjusted life years (QALYs). Specifically, we use the estimate from Cutler and Richardson (1997) that compared to a newborn the QALY of 20 year old is 94 percent and the QALY of a 65 year old is 73 percent. We then assume a particular level parameter $\xi$ and estimate $\nu$ such that utility $v\left(c(t) + \beta u(t)\right) - \xi D(t)^\nu$ evaluated at age 65 equals $73/94$ times the utility at age 20. Furthermore $\sigma$ is adjusted in order to match the empirical data on deficits accumulation and health spending. For $\xi = 10$ this implies the estimate $\nu = 0.77$ and thus decreasing marginal loss of utility with increasing health deficits. For $\xi = 1000$ the corresponding estimate is 2.7, indicating increasing marginal loss of utility. In order to understand this results it is helpful to recall that health deficits, measured by the frailty index, are a number between zero and one. Irrespective of the shape of the utility function the education gradient is relatively unaffected and estimated to be a bit smaller than obtained for the basic run. The reason is the entailed larger estimate for $\sigma$, indicating more incentive to smooth consumption over life and thus a higher desire for a longer life for both well and less well educated persons.

Finally we integrate a rudimentary public health system into the analysis. For that purpose we assume that a government taxes labor income at rate $\tau$ and uses the revenue to finance a subsidy $\psi$ on the price of health. The budget constraint of the individual (2) is thus modified to (15).

$$\dot{k}(t) = (1 - \tau)\chi w(t)H(s, t) + rk(t) - c(t) - (1 - \psi)ph(t) - qu(t). \quad (15)$$

A balanced budget of the government implies that the present value of taxes collected over the lifetime equals the present value of health subsidies granted, that is

$$\tau w(s, R) = \frac{\psi ph(0)}{g_h} \left[\exp(g_h T) - 1\right] \quad (16)$$
with \( w(s, R) \) denoting the present value of lifetime labor earnings of a person with \( s \) years education, as established in (12).

The public health system distorts the price of health and labor income. The well educated suffer more from income lost to taxation but benefit more from a lower price of health because of their generally higher propensity to spend on health. The total effect of the public health system is thus not a priori obvious. Case 10 and 11 in Table 2 document that the price effect dominates for the calibrated model. The public health system over-proportionately encourages health expenditure of the well educated. It makes the health gradient larger. An income tax of 10 percent suffices to finance 2/3 of all health outlays occurring through a lifetime. A 15 percent tax finances 77 percent of all health expenditure. In both cases the education gradient increases to around 0.6.

5.3. Voluntary vs. Compulsory Education. Empirical studies trying to identify causality have looked at the effect of (the introduction or change of) compulsory education on health and life-expectancy. These natural experiments have been very helpful at low levels of education but their scope is, of course, limited by the length of the compulsory education period. They cannot be used to identify the education gradient for higher education. With the model at hand we can run the counter-factual experiment and introduce compulsory education up to the PhD level.

Figure 4: Longevity Gain: Voluntary vs. Enforced Education

The blue (solid) line reiterates \( \Delta T \) from Figure 4 (life-time gain when \( \theta \in [0.1, 0.15] \) and education is adjusted optimally. The red (dashed) line shows the life-time gain for fixed \( \theta = 0.1 \) and constraint optimization for given years schooling (\( s \)).

We discuss compulsory education by solving the individual problem as a constrained maximization problem, imposing that the person has to experience \( s \) years of education on top of the 9 years initial endowment and on top of the 4.5 additional years that the Reference American
anyway wants to achieve. Compulsory education thus becomes binding after 13.5 years of education when it disables the optimality condition (9) but leaves otherwise all individual calculus intact. The blue (solid) line in Figure 4 re-iterates the education gradient for voluntary schooling from Figure 2, that is when more education is driven by a higher (individual-specific) return to education. A value of $\Delta s = 8$ corresponds with 21.5 years of education, that is, basically, a PhD degree.

The red (dashed) line shows the result when $\theta$ is kept at 0.1, and higher education is imposed. There is a gradient observable under compulsory education. But the perhaps more surprising result is that the gradient is comparatively flat. While the difference between the voluntary and compulsory gradient is not large for one or two years of extra education it widens as the compulsory education period becomes longer. The reason is that compulsory education leads to relatively less precious human capital than voluntary education. At the extreme, forcing a person who would prefer to enter the workforce after high school to do a PhD leads to relatively less payoff in terms of future wages. With human capital being less precious, the individual is less averse against unhealthy consumption, spends less on health, and lives less long compared to a person who decided for the long education on his or her own accord because of a high return on education.

5.4. Medical Technological Progress and the Health Gradient. In our last experiment we investigate the impact of medical technological progress on lifetime extension and in particular on the education gradient. It has been hypothesized that the observable secular increase of the education gradient may have its origin in technological progress because better educated persons have better access (more resources) to utilize technological advances to their benefit (Cutler et al., 2010). The analysis presented in this paper has moreover suggested that better educated person, ceteris paribus, demand more health services in order to protect or repair their human capital. There exists thus a twofold motive for a widening education gradient.

The results presented in Figure 5 confirm these hypotheses. The Figure shows the longevity gains resulting from alternative increases of $A$, that is the power of health expenditure to reduce health deficits; $\Delta A$ is measured in percent of the benchmark run. If medical technological advances at an annual rate of 1 percent (3 percent) the level of $A$ is 20 percent higher after about 18 years (6 years). The solid line shows the predicted longevity for the Reference American (endowed with a return to education of $\theta = 0.1$). The dashed line shows the prediction for a
The Figure shows the gain in longevity for alternative progress of medical technology ($\Delta A$). Blue (solid): benchmark run (13.5 years of education, $\theta = 0.1$). Green (dashed): 4 years more of education ($\theta = 0.12$). Red (dash-dotted): 7.2 years more of education ($\theta = 0.14$) The longevity gain is measured relative to the own initial life-span for both types.

Person with $\theta = 0.12$, which educates for 4 years longer and the dash-dotted line reflects longevity of a person with $\theta = 0.14$ and 7.2 more years of education. Although everybody experiences an increase in longevity, the predicted gain of the better educated persons is higher. When $A$ advances by 20 percent the longevity gap between a high school graduate (solid) and a college graduate (dashed) has widened by about 2 more years.

6. Conclusion

This study has proposed a new view on the education gradient. It has assumed away any explanation based on attitudes, non-cognitive skills, and allocative or productive inefficiency of the uneducated. Instead it has asked how large a gradient can be motivated by optimal decisions on education and health behavior of individuals who know precisely how their behavior affect their future health status and the time of death. The theory has been firmly built on insights from modern gerontology which allowed a robust calibration for a "Reference American". It predicts that a person whose return to education (cognitive skills) motivate one year more of education, spends more on health and less on unhealthy behavior such that he or she lives about half a year longer.

It has been shown that the result is robust against various modifications and extension of the basic model and that almost all other potential channels that the model allows to investigate can been excluded as an explanation of the education gradient. However, there is at least one other serious channel, which provided similar but somewhat less strong results, namely the
(occupation-specific) loss of human capital through aging. If human capital deteriorates slowly it is more worthwhile to educate in order to achieve it and it is more worthwhile to protect it with healthy behavior.

The theory suggests furthermore that the education gradient is mildly non-linear, increasing with the length of education (eight years more education imply eight years more longevity), and that medical technological progress can explain why the gradient gets larger over time. The suggested reason is that well educated persons demand relatively more health services in order to protect their precious human capital and thus benefit to a larger degree from health innovations.

The study has focussed on the human life cycle from young adulthood onwards. At this age, taking cognitive skills as approximately given is presumably a fair enough simplification. But since cognitive skills seem to be malleable at younger ages (see e.g. Heckman, 2006), the present study also highlights the importance of childhood development for later life. Equipped with a high return on education, individuals are not only predicted to educate longer and earn more labor income but also to lead a healthier life and to live longer. On the other hand, for a given low return on education the model supports also the choice of an unhealthy lifestyle as a rational best response. With little human capital to protect it makes sense to experience a lot of pleasure from unhealthy behavior in exchange for a shorter life.
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Mathematical Appendix

6.1. Setup of the Problem. Integrating (3) provides the following solution.

\[ D(t) = D(0) \exp(\mu t) - \int_0^t \mu a \exp(\mu(t - v)) dv - \mu A \int_0^t h(v) \gamma \exp(\mu(t - v)) dv \]

\[ + \mu B \int_0^t u(v) \omega \exp(\mu(t - v)) dv. \]  \hspace{1cm} (A.1)

Integrating (2) and using \( d = c + \beta u \) we get (A.2)

\[ k(t) = k(0) \exp(rt) - \int_0^R \exp(r(t - v)) w(v) H(s, v) dv - \int_0^t \exp(r(t - v)) d(v) dv \]

\[ - \int_0^t \exp(r(t - v))(q - \beta) u(v) dv - \int_0^t \exp(r(t - v)) ph(v) dv. \]  \hspace{1cm} (A.2)

Using (A.1) and (A.2), the initial conditions \( D(0) = D_0, \ k(0) = k_0, \) and the terminal conditions \( D(T) = \bar{D}, \ k(T) = \bar{k}, \) the Lagrangian associated with problem (1)-(4) is given by

\[ \max_{d, b, s, t} L = \int_0^T e^{-\rho t} \frac{d^{1-\sigma}}{1-\sigma} \ dt - \xi \int_0^T e^{-\rho t} D \ dt \]

\[ + \phi \left\{ k_0 + \int_s^R e^{-rt} w(t) H(s, t) dt - \int_0^T e^{-rt} d(t) dt - \int_0^T e^{-rt} ph(t) dt - \int_0^T e^{-rt}(q - \beta) u(t) dt - \bar{k} e^{-rT} \right\} \]

\[ + \lambda \left\{ D_0 - \mu a \int_0^T e^{-\mu t} dt - \mu A \int_0^T h(t) \gamma e^{-\mu t} dt + \mu B \int_0^T u(t) \omega e^{-\mu t} dt - \bar{D} e^{-rT} \right\}. \]  \hspace{1cm} (A.3)

Using (4), \( w(t) H(s, t) \) in (A.3) is determined as (A.4).

\[ w(t) H(t, s) = w(0) \exp(g_w t) \left( \bar{H} \exp(\theta s + \eta(t - s) - \alpha \mu t) \right. \]

\[ - \delta \left[ D_0 \exp(\mu t) - \int_0^t \mu a \exp(\mu(t - v)) dv - \mu A \int_0^t h(v) \gamma \exp(\mu(t - v)) dv \right] \]

\[ + \delta \mu B \int_0^t u(v) \omega \exp(\mu(t - v)). \]  \hspace{1cm} (A.4)

Solution. We begin with the Euler equations. The first order conditions for consumption, health expenditure, and unhealthy consumption are:

\[ 0 = e^{-\rho t} d^{1-\sigma} - \phi e^{-rt} \]  \hspace{1cm} (A.5)

\[ 0 = -\phi e^{-rt} p - \lambda \mu A \gamma h^{\gamma - 1} e^{-\mu t}. \]  \hspace{1cm} (A.6)

\[ 0 = -\phi e^{-rt}(q - \beta) + \lambda \mu B \omega u(t) \omega^{-1} e^{-\mu t}. \]  \hspace{1cm} (A.7)

Differentiating (A.5) with respect to time we get (6), differentiating (A.6) with respect to time we get (7), and differentiating (A.7) with respect to time we get (8). Next, solving (A.6) for \( \lambda \) and using the result to substitute \( \lambda \) in (A.7) provides (5) in the text.

The first order condition for optimal is schooling is \( \partial L/\partial s = 0 \), that is

\[ 0 = \int_0^R \frac{\partial}{\partial s} e^{-rt} w(t) H(s, t) dt - e^{-rt} w(s) H(s, s), \]
requiring that the gain from a marginal extension of education, the first term on the right
hand side, equals the income lose from a marginal extension of education, the second term.
Inserting \( \partial H(s, t) / \partial s = (\theta - \eta) \bar{H} \exp(\theta s + \eta(t - s) - \alpha \mu t) \), \( w(t) = w(s) \exp(g_w(t - s)) \), and
\( H(s, s) = \bar{H} \exp(\theta s - \alpha \mu s) - \delta D(s) \), the optimal schooling condition becomes

\[
(\theta - \eta) \bar{H} \exp((\theta - \eta - g_w + r) s) \int_s^R \exp((g_w - r + \eta - \alpha \mu)t) dt = \bar{H} \exp((\theta - \alpha \mu) s) - \delta D(s).
\]

Solving the integral provides (9) in the text.

Two conditions have to be fulfilled at the optimal time to die \( T \). The first one is that
\( D(T) = \bar{D} \). Evaluating (A.1) at \( T \) and employing the fact of constant growth rates of \( h \) and \( u \)
according to (7) and (8) this can be expressed as:

\[
\bar{D} = D_0 \exp(\mu T) - \mu A \int_0^T \exp(\mu(T - t)) dt - \mu A \int_0^T h(0)^\gamma \exp(\gamma g_h t) \exp(\mu(T - t)) dt \\
+ \mu B \int_0^T u(0)^\omega \exp(\omega g_u t) \exp(\mu(T - t)) dt.
\]

Solving the integrals provides (13) in the text.

The second condition for optimal death is that the Lagrangian evaluated at \( T \) assumes the
value of zero, that is, using (A.3) and the Euler equations (5)-(7):

\[
0 = \left( \frac{d(T)^{1-\sigma} - 1}{1 - \sigma} \right) \exp(\rho T) - \xi \bar{D}^\nu \exp(\rho T) \\
+ \phi [- \exp(-rT)d(T) - (q - \beta) \exp(-rT)u(T) - p \exp(-rT)h(T) + r \exp(-rT)\bar{k}] \\
+ \lambda [-\mu \exp(-\mu T) - \mu Ah(T)^\gamma \exp(-\mu T) + \mu Bu(T)^\omega \exp(-\mu T) + \mu \bar{D} \exp(-\mu T)]
\]

Inserting from (A.5)-(A.7) that \( \phi \exp(-rT) = d(T)^{-\sigma} \exp(-\rho T) \), that \( \lambda \exp(-\mu T) = -\phi \exp(-rT) \cdot ph(t)^{1-\gamma} / (\mu A \gamma) \), and that \( \lambda \exp(-\mu T) = \phi \exp(-rT)(q - \beta)u(t)^{1-\omega} / (\mu B \omega) \) provides (14) in the text.

Using the Euler conditions (A.5)-(A.7) the budget constraint (A.2) can be written as:

\[
0 = k(0) + w(s, R) - \int_0^T d(0) \exp((g_d - r)t) - p \int_0^T h(0) \exp((g_h - r)t) \\
- (q - \beta) \int_0^T u(0) \exp((g_u - r)t) - k \exp(-rT).
\]

Solving the integrals provides (11) in the text. Finally human wealth \( w(s, R) \) is obtained as

\[
w(s, R) = \int_s^R \exp(-rt) w(t) H(s, t) dt \\
= \int_s^R \exp(-rt) \bar{w} \exp(g_w t) \left[ \bar{H} \exp(\theta s + \eta(t - s) - \alpha \mu t) - \delta \bar{D} \right] dt = \bar{w}(x_1 + x_2)
\]

with

\[
x_1 = \int_s^R \exp((-r + g_w) t) \bar{H} \exp(\theta s + \eta(t - s) - \alpha \mu t) dt \\
= \frac{\bar{H} \exp((\theta - \eta) s)}{\eta + g_w - r - \alpha \mu} \left[ \exp(\eta + g_w - r - \alpha \mu) R - \exp(\eta + g_w - r - \alpha \mu) s \right]
\]
The second component \( x_2 \) is obtained as follows.

\[
x_2 = \delta \int_s^R \exp((-r + g_w)t) \left\{ D_0 \exp(\mu t) + \frac{\mu Ah(0)^\gamma \exp(\mu t)}{g_D} [1 - \exp(g_D t)] \right. \\
- \frac{\mu Bu(0)^\omega \exp(\mu t)}{g_\omega} [1 - \exp(g_\omega t)] - a [\exp(\mu t) - 1] \right\} dt \\
= \delta D_0 \int_s^R \exp((\mu + g_w - r)t) dt + \frac{\delta \mu Ah(0)^\gamma \exp(\mu t)}{g_D} \int_s^R \exp((\mu + g_w - r)t) dt \\
- \frac{\delta \mu Ah(0)^\gamma \exp(\mu t)}{g_D} \int_s^R \exp((\mu + g_w - r + g_D)t) dt \\
- \frac{\delta \mu Bu(0)^\omega \exp(\mu t)}{g_\omega} \int_s^R \exp((\mu + g_w - r + g_\omega)t) dt \\
- \delta a \int_s^R \exp(\mu + g_w - r) dt + \delta a \int_s^R \exp((g_w - r)t) dt.
\]

Solving the integrals provides the final building block for (12) in the text.